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Nuclear Showdown Is At Hand
by Nikos Syvriotis
NCLC Director of Intelligence
The Executive Committee of the
ICLC has concluded, upon review of
evidence now available that the
ultimate military conclusion of the
Rockefeller-Kissinger insurrectionary
war drive concealed under cover of
Hilex 75, will be the destruction of
every U. S. ruban center, every U.S.
industrial center, every U. S. admini
strative center, and every military in
stallation by a pre-emptive strike by
the Soviet Union.
In a communication yesterday to his
New York offices, U.S. Labor Party
Presidential Candidate Ly n d o n
LaRouche pointed out that one o f the
important ingredients of Hilex75 is the
U. S. population's hysterically obsessive
conviction that World War III cannot
possibly occur in the United States but
that World War III will occur just like
the previous two world wars somewhere in the distant "over there."
This mistaken view has encouraged the
toleration of the now active "tactical
nuclear war" doctrine of Mr .
Schlesinger which envisages a limited
nuclear war being fought over West
European soil.
Hilex75 has been adopted and put to
operation by Rockefeller and Kissinger
for the purpose of destabilizing the
Soviet leadership to the point where
they are forced to engage in tactical
nuclear exchanges. We, on the other
hand. can assert that no such tactical
exchanges will take place. On the
contrary. once the amount of Hilex75
provocations reaches a certain
predetermined threshhold. Soviet
strategic missiles will be launched to
annihilate the North American con
tinent in a first pre-emptive strike. Only
after this occurs will Soviet tactical
nuclear and conventional deployments
overwhelm Western Europe.
Rockefeller's and Schlesinger
Kissinger's Hilex75 is now proceeding
on the horrendously mistaken assump
tion that the Soviet Union will indeed
involve itself first in a tactical nuclear
war over Western Europe and then
later escalate lor consider escalating)
into a war against continental USA.
They have premised this mistaken
assumption on the fact that both tac
tical nuclear weapons and superior
conventional forces are deployed by the
Soviets against NATO forces in Europe.
What RAND Corporation and its insane

spokesmen at the Pentagon ignore is
the elementary fact that those Soviet
deployments are assigned the virtually
secondary task of quickly overcoming
any conceivable remnants of NATO
resistance and of minimizing possible
damage from NATO tactical nuclear
weapons only after the United States
has first been knocked out by a first
strike.
As long as the Hilex75 operation
continues to go on, the U.S. population
is being held nuclear hostage by Rocke
feller. There is no doubt that in the
overriding interest of the human race
only one course will be followed: the
military destruction of the criminal
Rockefeller conspiracy if he is not
destroyed politically on time to prevent
h i m from launching his f i n a l
provocation.
How Hilex 75 Must Be Stopped
There exists one way by which the
world can be extricated from this
dramatic situation: the hostage him
self, i.e. the U.S. population from the
Chief Executive and Congress on down
must be able to neutralize. disarm, and
destroy the Hilex 75 conspiracy and the
chief conspirators in the President's
Cabinet, primarily Nelson Rockefeller.
Henry Kissinger. and Edward Levi.
In the course of the past week. the
U.S. Labor Party has conducted a
political campaign of unprecedented
scope and quality in the effort to draw
large layers of the population to battle
to destroy Hilex 75. We have been able
to fashion unique tactics and psycho
logical warfare techniques designed to
wreck Hilex 75. Since the issuance of
our Mass Psychological Inoculation
Bureau Special Bulletin No. I and the
first Hilex75 memorandum. literally
hundreds of men and women positioned
in the Federal Administration have
supplied us with a gross amount of
information regarding this heinous
operation.
No shred of doubt should be tolerated
on this. When we first discovered the
conspiracy and reported on it we had. if
anything. underestimated both its
scope and maturity As documented in
detail below, every single Department
in the Administration is involved. First,
a few explanations on the method of
intelligence analysis and collection
which non-specialists will tend to
ignore.
The NCLC Intelligence Department
has been in a position to intercept or

otherwise acquire statements and
views over Hilex 75 from a broad cross
section of both civilian and military
officials in every single governmental
service on the order of a few thousand
over the past six days. Two results were
obtained by this mass of information.
First. we were able to determine which
departments and Divisions were in
volved. Secondly. we pieced together a
map of the perception that the various
layers of the participating possess
(before Psychological Inoculation
reached them) of what they were doing.
The reader should bear in mind that
each of the tens of thousands of par
ticipants in Hilex 75 has been told by
the controlling agency. in this instance
the National Security Agency acting on
behalf of the conspirators within the
National Security Council. a fictitious
story concerning the purpose and
nature of his assignment. This fictitious
story is tailored to the psychological
profile and administrative milieu of the
recipient of the instruction. This is
known as the "need to know principle."
Not only are you told only what you
need to know to carry out the assigned
task. but you are told also what is
needed to protect the secrecy of the
operation from adversary observers.
Therefore. if one discovers the
existence of a systematic deception
structure. as the one we discovered
with respect to Hilex75. one has ipso
facto supplied crucial evidence of a
conspiracy; a conspiracy whose par
ticipants are unaware of the operation
of which they are a part.
Regarding this "perceptions map,"
we identified four general types of such
"cover stories" which the controlling
agency of Hilex 75 has handed out to
participants according to rank in the
echelons and to the type of role each
Department Division is assigned to
fulfill.
First type: It is a paper exercise. we
have been informed to expect simula
tion instructions sometime in the near
future.
Second type: It is a paper exercise.
we have received simulation instruc
tions and are presently participating.
Third type: We have instructions not
to disclose information about Hilex75.
Fourth type: Participants casually
admit that the exercise is conducted
"live" but display extremely narrow
knowledge of the scope of the operation.
Finally, there is a fifth unique
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response supplied by every one of the
country's Regional Readiness Centers
who, unlike the Washington. D.C.
participants. have no possibility of
confusing simulation with actual event.
"All inquiries on Hilex 75 must be made
at the State Department. Mr. Kinney's
office" (Or Political and Military Af
fiars Office).
These five conflicting stories are
disclosing one truth: somebody is at
tempting to protect the secrecy of the
operation. Therefore. the case of
conspiracy has been established.
Ironically. individuals at the highest
level. such as for example Treasury
Secretary William Simon. have been
given only portions of the overall pic
ture. The President of the United States
probably knows least of all. He is
certainly not informed of the thermo
nuclear endgame which includes his
own assassination. It is doubtful
whether many operatives beside
Kissinger. Schlesinger. and the Rocke
feller family are fully apprised of the
complete scope of Hilex 75 - or rather
the actual program of events of which
Hilex 75 is a paramount administrative
deployment. It is almost certain at this
time that not even the Joint Chiefs of
Staff are fully aware of the entire
gameplan (even though the function of
.1-3 should be looked into) as the gamelan calls for subroutines which are
esigned to manipulate the Joint Chiefs
themselves into Schlesinger Doctrine
style "tactical nuclear war" fighting.

A

The Diplomatic Antecedents of Hilex 75
Henry Kissinger outlined in a
somewhat cryptic fashion the key
elements of the live Hilex 75 as we know
them today on Nov. 12 in Pittsburgh.
Pa. and again more precisely Nov. 24 in
Detroit. Mich
Between these two
statements the Six-Powers Economic
Summit in Rambouillet. France took
place where according to Kissinger
himself. the principle of fear as the
unifying ingredient of the "Atlantic
Community and Japan" was forcefully
reestablished by himself. From that
point on West Germany and Japan have
been held at nuclear gunpoint and are
compelled to participate in Hilex 75.
The major points that Kissinger
underlines in his Pittsburgh and Detroit
addresses are:
Upholding the Schlesinger doctrine of
tactical nuclear war.
Whipping Western Europe and Japan
into line by means of military and
economic blackmail.
Declaring the opening of nuclear
confrontation with the USSR: "We
must manage a fundamental conflict in
the shadow of nuclear holocaust."
Declaring economic warfare against
the developing sector of the world
. •

economy.
Declaring Maoist China to be a key
allied element in this showdown.
Every one of these clements can be
recognized to be a key component of
Hilex 75 as it was descr ib'e'd by Der
Spiegel magazine in Ju ; 1975 and as
also Hilex 75 is being scribed to us by
its unwitting partic' ants.
It is now clear n retrospect that the
Chateau RambouiIlet meeting played
an important role in forcing upon
Rockefeller's European vassals the
political decision to go ahead with
Hilex 75. That option had become a live
consideration by Kissinger and Rocke
feller back in May. It was on May 31.
when the June 30 financial rollover
crisis had already been forecast. that
Kissinger arranged with France's
Giscard d'Estaing to trap the un
suspecting President of the United
States into such a meeting. Giscard
made the proposal to Ford during the
CSCE ceremonies in Helsinki the
following month. From that point on.
former Secretary of Treasury George
Shultz. now with the Bechtel Corp..
assumed the task of preparing the set
up for Ford in coordination with his old
Finance Ministry cronies, Helmut
Schmidt and Valery Giscard d'Estaing.
Although all the details have not yet
come to light. it is now obvious that
Treasury Secretary Simon was roped
into the Hilex 75 tentacles in the course
of his fight around the New York City
budget collapse. Some time after
Chancellor Schmidt's hasty trip to the
USA. both the President and the
Treasury Secretary began to waver in
their opposition to bail out Rocke
feller's New York banks. Suddenly they
both began to talk in phrases one is
accustomed to hearing from the West
German Chancellor and Kissinger "worldwide interdependence." "the
impact of a New York default on the
world economy" and so forth.
In the midst of all this, two things
occurred: Schlesinger was fired and it
was reported that the President is
opposed to "tactical nuclear war
gadgets." Both Simon and Ford then
embarked on their way to Chateau
Rambouillet as rumors began to fly
that Simon would join the National
Security Council. From subsequent
events. it appears that it was at
Rambouillet that the President and
Simon were given only one aspect of
the Hilex picture and were led decep
tively to believe that that was all. They
were told of the economic warfare to be
declared worldwide against the
"South" and the "East." As solid
conservatives they both bought it.
Hence their subsequent change of line
on the New York issue.
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Kissinger had succeeded in getting
President Ford to put the noose around
his own neck at Chateau Rambouillet.
The President was not apprised of the
fact that this economic warfare
package he was given would be totally
useless unless it was part of the broader
scenario that climbs all the way up to
nuclear showdown. and in.cludes his
own assassination as a show of ruthless
ness against the Soviet leadership. The
isolation imposed between the new
Secretary of Defense and the President
for a number of crucial days helped the
conspirators significantly.
In this light. two international
meetings are of significance. The
European Economic Community
summit in Rome and the trip of
Kissinger and his Special Action Group
of the National Security Council to
Peking. According to Kissinger him
self. the meetings "amounted to a very
detailed, to a very substantial. and in
many areas very concrete discussions
that went beyond an exchange of
views.... It was a general review of the
world situation in almost every part of
the world." The type of U.S. and
Chinese personnel involved in those
talks: Maoist deployments from the
subcontinent to the North Sea "Cod
War" to South East Asia and In
donesia; and intelligence analysis of
Chinese propaganda indicate that the
People's Republic of China is a full
participant in the Hilex 75 venture.
The Rome EEC summit covered a
narrower scope than the Peking
meeting. It prepared for the wrecking
of the North-South Conference; for the
eruption of another manufactured
"Middle East Crisis"; for the ad
ministration of total control of all
energy supply in Europe as per Inter
national Energy Agency directives. All
the local ingredients of economic
warfare were in place.

Phase Two
On Dec. II. full-scale economic warfare
against the socialist bloc and the Third
World became the object of full-fledged
Hilex deployment. The entire NATO
OE CD-S t a t e D e p a r t m e n t -C h a s e 
Morgan-IMCO structure of economic
warfighting has been uncovered by the
ICLC as well as the various hybrid
support operations such as artificially
provoked strikes especially in tran
sport, etc.
As the NATO Defense Ministers
Communique and in particular Admiral
HiII-Norton's statement made clear.
the declaration of economic warfare
simultaneously against East. South.
and the populations of Western Europe.
Japan, and the USA is also being used
as a psychological warfare and

military escalation trigger: the actual
conduct of NATO economic warfare is
attributed by NATO to threatened
Soviet cutoff of vital sea lanes!
NATO-DECO coordinated economic
warfare is already integrally utilized to
exponentially escalate on all the other
components of Hilell 75. This also
constitutes prima facie proof of our
charges that the president of the United
States is called on to examine closely:
The economic warfare policy, which he
possibly was deceived into approving,
is now overtly being used for nuclear
escalation.
In addition. the overt militarization of
the West European continent in the last
24-36 hours is the direct product of Helix
75-phase two operations. Under covet of
the need to defend the population
against terrorists deployed by NATO
itself. the Western European population
has been goaded and terrorized to
accepting the placement of their
countries on a war footing. thereby
assuring NATO top-down command
and control for the final countdown to
nuclear war.
In the last 36 hours alone: In
Belgium. Brussels was placed under
total military control. In the Republic
of Eire, the army engaged in its largest
military maneuvers to date across the
country in so-called anti-terrorist
exercises. In Northern Ireland, MI5
terrorists exploded their largest bomb
in an army camp. In Britain, the
N e t h e r l a n d s , a n d S c a ndi n a v i a,
terrorist security alerts provided the
excuses for further militarization of the
population. In France, a reported
kidnapper provoked the militarization
of the country's borders and entry
points; army and gendarme maneuvers
continue in the west and east. In West
Germany. police mobilization in
Munich escalated. In Italy. explosions
wrecked three communications cen
ters; troops are now deployed along
railroads.

Hairtrigger Distance
Since the ICLC's exposure of Hilex 75
eight days ago. every government in
the world has been fully apprised of
precisely what is now occurring. Major
Third World powers such as India.
Mexico, and Iraq are now c onducting
"open diplomacy" types of political
counteroffensives explicitly targetting
Nelson and David Rockefeller and
Henry Kissinger as immediate in
stigators of thermonuclear war. The
United Nations yesterday upheld
Mexican President Echeverria's
"Charter of Economic Rights." in
cluding the appended declaration that
the only thing that will rescue the world
from thermonuclear destruction in the
days and weeks ahead is the massive

worldwide ac c eptance of the new World
Economic Order; the entire Third
World is presently conducting a
dramatic counteroffensive aimed at
making the Paris North-South talks
Dec. 16 a full-fledged success in terms
of acceptance of the New World
Economic Order. Should Kissinger
succeed in sabotaging the meeting per
se, the Third World is politically
preparing as a whole to declare world
wide debt moratoria and proceed into
the New World Economic Order
without the USA. To this effect.
dramatic coordination is occurring
between the Socialist states' effort to
enforce disarmament and the Third
World's urgent demands for technology
transfers. In short. Rockefeller policy
in the United Nations is being literally
torn to pieces.
This galloping pace of events is the
one ingredient that is forcing us faster
and faster to the point of ultimate
nuclear showdown. The other is the
massive "White Communism" coup
that is now reigning over the West
E u r o p e a n C o m mu n i s t p a r t i e s .
Kissinger's decision, implemented via
Gen. Vernon Walters. Deputy Director
of the CIA in Madrid. to bring out all the
"deep freeze" agents in the leaderships
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of the Communist Parties to attack the
USSR can only be taken by the Soviet
leadership as a strategic threat which
must be answered in a fashion that will
necessarily escalate the conflict fur
ther. Should the Soviet Union respond to
the situation with a Leninist "Zimmer
wald" tactic. the Kissinger-Walters
"white Communism" operation will
crumble within hours and Western
Europe will be in a state of mass in
surrection overnight.
These two boiling situations indicate
precisely how fast Rockefeller is ap
proaching the button. The more suc
cessfully humanity outside the United
States is resisting the Rockefeller
beast, the closer the beast gets to the
button. Unless the United States
population closes ranks to follow the
U.S. Labor Party's instructions on how
to eliminate Rockefeller and his
criminal associates, then humanity
outside will have no recourse, for the
sake of all. but to deliver the first
strike. The prospects are grim but the
way out exists. Every hour that is lost
without resolute action to destroy
Rockefeller. is an hour closer to the
total destruction of humanity. The
Germans who omitted to fight the
HitIerpest because "they didn't know"
or because "they were only following
orders" were just as responsible for
turning Germany into a '''Trummer
feld" as Hitler and his Anglo-American
masters were.
The Statutes of Nuremburg have
already established the unmistakeable
criteria for such matters of "following
orders" or "not knowing."
The Labor Committee does not. as of
this writing. yet possess the material
power with which to impose the
Nuremberg Statutes right now. Right
now we. alone among the people of the
United States, speak with the fortitude
of history's judgment and we thus warn
that the American people shall either
live up to the moral commands of
Nuremberg. or they shall not live at all.

